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Bulletin Nr. 1       Switzerland 20 December 06 

 

   WELCOME INWELCOME INWELCOME INWELCOME IN SWITZERLAND! SWITZERLAND! SWITZERLAND! SWITZERLAND!    
 

Provisional entries 
Till today EDSO hasn’t informed about the number of nations and participants for the 11th 
shooting EC in Geneva (deadline: 30th November 2006). 
 

Competition site 
The shooting competitions will take place at the shooting range „St. Georges“ in Geneva (Lancy). 
The inspection through the TO-shooting Antonio Endrizzi from Meran/ITA took place on 21th 
October 2006. Everything has been accepted enthusiastically. During the EC, the armes will have 
to be exclusively  deposited at this shooting range.  
Homepage: http://www.geneve.ch/sport/installations/gallerie-installations/6628-14.html 
 

   
 

   
 

Shooting ranges „St.Georges“ in Lancy-Geneva 
 

Transport 
For the day of arrival we can offer an unique personal- and material transport from the airport 
Cointrin-Geneva to the shooting range and eventually to the hotels in Geneva. The transport will 
be organized only according to the written entries (the entry form will follow with the bulletin nr. 2). 
The public transport services will make available tickets free of charge for the periodical running 
city busses (hotel-shooting range-hotel). A car park at the shooting range will be available for the 
car travellers. 



Hotel 
IMPORTANT! All nations have to make the hotel bookings themselves directly by the hotels and 
pay them themselves.! 
We can recommand the ***hotel „International 
& Terminus“, who is informed about our EC. 
Please send the enclosed booking form to the 
hotel „International & Terminus“. This hotel 
doesn’t dispose of a car park, but you can 
find quite near (at the main station Geneva) 
an underground car park liable to a fee. All 
other hotels can be downloaded from the 
homepage: www.geneve-tourisme.ch / 
English / Accomodation / Hotels List). The OC 
will not be able to inform about the hotels. We   
recommend to make the reservations as soon 
as possible, because the hotels will be 
booked up very quickly.         ***Hotel „International & Terminus“ 
          Rue des Alpes 20, CH-1201 Geneva 1 
             Homepage: www.minotel.com/ch253 
        E-Mail: international.terminus@swissonline.ch 
              Fax: +41 22 906 97 78 
 
Organizing Committee: 
President SGSV-FSSS: Walter Zaugg/SUI 
 
OC president:   Emilia Karlen-Groen/SUI 
EDSO official:   Teddy Webb/GBR 
EDSO-TO –shooting  Antonio Endrizzi/ITA 
Game leader   Mary Kehrli-Smith/SUI 
Head of the shooting range Max Portmann/SUI 
Secretary   Brigitte Deplatz/SUI 
        Organizing Comittee: J.Kirch, U.Wüthrich, S.Lutz 

       M.Portmann, A.Bucher, M.Kehrli, A.Endrizzi, E.Karlen-Groen 

 
Bulletins 
The next bulletin nr. 2 will be published in April 2007, that means as soon as the final entries are 
finished.  
 
Offiial address fort he OC of the 11th EC shooting 
Walter Zaugg 
Birkenweg 41 
CH-3123 Belp/Switzerland 
FAX: +41 31 812 07 71 
E-Mail:  zaugg.hauser@bluewin.ch and b.deplatz@sgsv-fsss.ch 
  (please send the e-mail informations always to both of the adresses) 
 
Homepage:    www.sgsv-fsss.ch 
 
We will be at yours disposal for all the questions! 
 
With our sporting greetings  
Swiss Deaf Sporting federation and the OC 
President Walter Zaugg  
 
 
 
 
Annex:  Provisional schedule 
  Reservation form for the hotel „International & Terminus“  


